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In the present paper we shall solve the following problem:
To find a D-polynomial, i.e The arbitrariness of F,FJ € implies that -the set has the piopeity (c).
1)
Necessity.
Let D e R(X) and let dim kei D > 1. In order to prove that not all initial operators for D have the property c(R) it is enough to show that there exist z e ker D, R e F a e ¡Fp such that F A Rz * cz for all scalars c (where
which is an initial operator corresponding to R). To do this, By definition, RX" c X" and DX" c X . The idea of this proof was suggested by S. Rolewicz. 
Proof.
Let z e ker D, h e AIR) and k e N be arbitrarily fixed. Then, by our assumptions, Let hQ e AIR) be arbitrarily fixed. Then for all h e R Formula (2.4) implies
We therefore conclude that F^ e cIR^ ) and that = (h-hQ) o for h € R, k e N. 
Corollary 2.1 implies (2.5) [ ^ F h R^ ]z = r(n)P(h)z for all z € ker D and h € AIR).
In order to prove Formula (2.5) we apply step by step formula Indeed, the interpolation problem (Nt) can be interpreted as a mixed boundary value problem determinant vì}*" defined by formula (3.12). Since the matrix of n, and V^ . are defined by formulae (3.27).
